STOLEN VESSEL

1998 Proline Model 241 runabout & EZ Loader trailer

- Walk-round cabin
- Hardtop w/radio box
- Port-a-potty & small galley
- VHF radio, GPS, fish outriggers
- 1998 Mercury 225 hp; SR #: 0G624526
- 1997 EZ Loader trailer
- Trailer License #: unknown
- Trailer 1997 VIN #: 4H1002621V0198819

Pennsylvania Registration #: PA 4067 CD       HIN#: PLCWF007F798

LOCATION LAST SEEN: Wilderness Acres; E. Stroudsburg, PA 12301
DATE LAST SEEN: 5/14/00
POLICE REPORT: #N06-0566217; Pennsylvania State Police; Swiftwater (570) 839-7701

$3,000.00 REWARD $3,000.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel, trailer, & outboard. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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